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Learning Strategies
The Summit Learning Platform maintains a library of learning strategies that is accessible both to students and to
teachers. The learning strategy library is designed to support teachers and to be used in conjunction with existing materials that teachers may have designed to teach learning strategies in their classrooms. Students can use the strategy
library as a resource to be used at any time during self-directed learning time and includes, but is not limited to the
following:










Taking Cornell Notes
Conquering Text Anxiety
When and How to Ask a Teacher for Help
Studying with a Friend
Setting SMART Goals
Taking Notes from Videos
How to Use Practice Testing
Using Graphic Organizers
Using the Process of Elimination

Taking Cornell Notes: Directions for Students
This issue of Summit Spotlight will focus on Cornell Notes and
how students are using them to help them study and increase their
performance and retention. This learning strategy can be used
during a lecture, while reading or even when watching videos. At
MGS, students have the option to use this note-taking strategy or
any other strategy they choose. The Cornell Notes technique is:
 On a sheet of lined notepaper, draw a horizontal line near the
bottom fourth of the paper.
 Then draw a vertical line from the top margin down to the
horizontal line, about a third of the way from the left edge of
the paper.
 Put the date in the top margin
 Take notes in the large, note-taking right column of the paper.
Notes should consist of the main ideas of the lecture, textbook,
video, etc.
 Keep notes efficient and in short paraphrases (no complete sentences).
 Use symbols and abbreviations when possible.
 Include quick sketches when appropriate.
 In the left column, jot down keywords and relevant questions .
 Writing questions and main ideas helps clarify meanings.
 This column also assist you with future reviews of the
material.
 In the bottom section of the paper, write a brief summary of
the material, condensing your notes and key points to a couple
of sentences.
When studying for a test or quiz, use a concise, detailed record of
the information gathered during the lecture, reading or video.
A method that can be used to review is to cover the Notes section,
showing only the left-hand column. Say aloud, in your own
words, the answers to the questions and main ideas. Spend time
reviewing all the notes. Regular review of your notes helps you
better comprehend new lectures and enhances your long term
recall of the material.

Students

S

ixth grade student, Brynn
Shaft, uses Cornell Notes in
Science, and they help her with
note taking. She feels the Cornell
Notes are better for taking notes
while watching videos. She can
watch, listen, and is able to take
notes at the same time. This year is the first year she has used
Cornell Notes, but Brynn can see that this method of note-taking
will be useful in Junior High and High School. Brynn has not used
the Cornell Notes for any other subjects, but she thought she
might later. Brynn uses her Cornell Notes to study for tests.

J

osi Schrader, a sixth grade student in Mrs.
Frack’s room, said she uses Cornell Notes for
World History and Science. She said this form of
note taking work wells for her when she takes
notes while watching videos. Josi finds the Cornell
Notes are very organized and help keep her from
getting lost. While taking notes, Josi adds lines
under each section of notes to keep that section
organized under one main
idea.
Josi uses Cornell Notes for
World History and Science
because the subject matter
is more in-depth, and they
help to keep her organized.
The Cornell Notes help her
to get the information written down.
Once her notes are completed, Josie uses her Cornell Notes to study for tests.
Cornell Notes Taken by Josi
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